Gen-Eye POD

®

Video Pipe Inspection System

Just grab it and go.
The lightweight, Gen-Eye POD and MINI-POD ®
combine camera, reel, and monitor in an
all-in-one package.
You get a large 7" LCD color monitor protected
by a padded case. It’s mounted on a
rugged yet flexible gooseneck that "
swivels to give you the best viewing angle,
wherever you’re working.
The full size Gen-Eye POD features a selfleveling camera and 200 ft. of Gel-Rod® for
trouble-shooting 3" to 10" drain lines. The big
capacity MINI-POD carries 125 ft. or 175 ft. of
push-rod and color mini-camera for inspecting
2" to 4" drain lines. The tough steel frame can
be operated vertically or horizontally, so you
can handle nearly any application.
There’s lots more, like a picture inverter,
both AC and DC power cords, LED Dimmer
Control, 3" Trap Skid, and a 512 Hz transmitter.
A video out connection lets you record on an
external device.

Gel-Rod
Patented Gel-Rod push rod withstands tough abuse in the line. The
Gel in the cable keeps the moisture away from the wires if it’s ever cut
or abraded. Further, the dual layer/dual color construction let’s you
see cable wear so it can be repaired before it becomes a problem. The
Kevlar ® braid, fiberglass core, and durable sheath provide for maximum
pushing and pulling power.
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Gen-Eye POD

®

Sunshield
Flexible gooseneck
mount to give you
the best viewing
angle

7" LCD monitor
in padded case
Self-Leveling color
camera available for
full-size POD or
Mini-Color camera
for MINI-POD

512 Hz Transmitter
for easy camera
location
Video-Out Connection
to record on external
device
8" wheels on full-size
POD to roll easily
to and from the job

Rugged frame and
reel with drag brake
and reel lock

Full size POD carries 200 ft. of Gel-Rod® for 3" to 10" lines

		

Gen-Eye POD Units

SL-GP-E

POD with Self-Leveling Color Camera, 200 ft. Gel-Rod, and Sonde.

SL-GP-F

Same as SL-GP-E, plus Digital Locator with Padded Bag.

C-GP-E

POD with Color Camera, 200 ft. Gel-Rod, and Sonde.

C-GP-F

Same as C-GP-E, plus Digital Locator with Padded Bag.

MINI-POD carries 125 ft. or 175 ft. of Push-Rod for 2" to 4" lines.

Can be operated vertically
or horizontally

		

Gen-Eye MINI-POD Units

C-GP-A

MINI-POD with 125 ft. Push-Rod and Sonde.

C-CP-B

Same as C-GP-A, plus Digital Locator with Padded Bag.

C-GP-C

MINI-POD with 175 ft. Push-Rod and Sonde.

C-GP-D

Same as C-GP-C, plus Digital Locator with Padded Bag.

Advanced Skid Designs Skids keep the camera centered in the pipe for a better
view, while reducing drag on longer runs. Standard systems includes 2", 3" and
6" trap skids that protect the camera from abrasion as it slides through cast
iron traps. Optional 3-in-1 skid set for 4", 6" and 8" lines, and Universal Roller
Skid for 6" to 12" lines are also available
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